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1 - grasp

my heart lies in peices on the floor
like a soul thats lost and shall live no more
harsh? thats what a foolish person might say
because they have yet to live on to another day
to face lifes cruelty
that shadows its beauty
to linger with the blind
while their death crept behind
no one is a fast enough learner
to survive what lies beyond every corner
now i hope you'll learn to grasp
the concept that has come to pass



2 - no one knows

sitting here picking at my scabs time and time again
watching the blood drip and wondering why all this is happening
and with every thought a wound gets deeper
and now my spirit's slowly getting weaker
i hope you know that this is partly your fault
but i guess i'll just lock that in my secret vault
the vault is filled with my pain and tears
that have been building up over the years
the vault is full enough to over flow
what will happen when finally explodes
...no one knows...



3 - phrase

there is a phrase in my throat that i wanna say
but all it wants to do is stay
the phrase seems so simple
when really its not
when i talk to you i try to give it a shot
but the phrase is stubborn
it wont even budge
the feeling of uncertanty stops it from receiving my nudge
i don't know what to do to make the uncertanty to go away
i hope to find the answer soon but life trys to look for a delay



4 - tears

I've shreded a tear for the war
I've shreded a two tears for those who live no more
I've shreded a million tears the day you walked out that door
But now i shall cry no more
But find a way to even the score
You pissed me off way to much
Now i can't shand the tought of your touch
You think that you've won but this is only the beggining
Cause in the end i'll be the one winning



5 - stop

Some times I wish that I could just end it all
To get away from my past and my present
The pain and the tears
The headaches and the heart breaks
But in the end who would that help
Nobody
It would only cause more pain and suffering
more tears and mourn
so I live my life day to day
forcing a laugh and a smile
hiding the pain and tears



6 - bleh

i have an empty heart
an empty soul
a mind so full
its about to over flow
with thoughts about you
thoughts about me
thoughts about how i thought we were ment to be
you said that you loved me and i believed you
only just to get my heart torn in two
you hurt so much i wanted to die
so i just sat in a corner and died inside
but then reality came and picked me up and put me on my feet
so that i can get my revenge on you my bitter sweet
so just when you thought you have won
you have another thing coming so you better run



7 - locked away

As the shadows come forth from the light of the moon in the midnight sky
I sat in a corner and started to cry
With all my past flooding my mind
Rather than taking a step forward i took a step behind
As my past started to consume me
I saw a figure that was looking gloomy
It was an illusion of my other side
The side that i try to hide
It wants to come out and show
A side of me no one knows
But i think i'll keeo it locked away
So for now, inside is where it will stay



8 - Darkness

I think I'm going insane
I'm driving me crazy
I just can't seem to get these thoughts out of my brain
But they are good thoughts in a way
I want them to go but I want them to stay
But the longer I hold on the more I lose
So no matter what I have to choose
Either I go back into the darkness with a full mind
Or step into the light and leave those thoughts behind
I want to step into the the light
Where there is no more fright
But something holds me back
something I want to attack
But what it is I do not know
'Cause only the pain will show
So I'm stuck in this darkness for what might seem to be forever
Until I can pull myself together
At least thats what my nightmares say
And I wish that they would go away
But a wish is a wish that wont ever come true
No matter what I do
I want tp step into the light
But for now I'm stuck in darkness and fright



9 - looking at you is like looking at the dead

your pupils are so dialated
they're like the size of a pins head
if you don't stop what your doing
you'll soon be the way you look, dead
don't say i didn't warn you cause i did
the next move is up to, to better yourself or wind up on a death bed
just know that in my heart you'll always be my pal
and just looking at you makes me wanna cry, and now you know why i said
looking at you is like looking at the dead



10 - kill me

here's a gun,now kill me
'cause at least now i know you'll be happy
i wont be in your life anymore
it'll be like opening a new door
'cause i know that i'm part of your pain
and once i'm gone there will only be happiness that you gain
so farwell, arevaderche
stab a knife in my heart, or whatever, just kill me...



11 - soul

a departed soul from it's body
floats up in the air
searching for a place to go
but instead, it weeps in dispare
for what went wrong for this poor soul to leave
no one will ever know
'cause the soul will only die more each day
until it is nothing among the fallen snow



12 - Shame

Shame on you if you fool me once
Shame on me if you fool me twice
Shame on me also if you fool me three times
For thinking you acctually cared
I don't know what to think anymore
That's how confussed I've become
And I think I'm losing you to someone else
Which really throws me downhill
And I know that what I did wasn't good
And I kick myself in the @$$ for it everyday
I would continue with this peom
But I think I'd get to carried away



13 - beginning of the break down

I'm breaking down bit by bit
Can't you see that you little twit
Of course you can't,
You can't see
All the pain you're causin me
I'm fine one day
And ready to die the next
What the hell is this stupid hex
That you put on me
It's like if you tell to stop breathing, I'll stop
If you tell me to hop, I'll hop
It's like your an addiction that can't be stopped
Your a drug....a pill
One that makes me ill
And I'm not sure if its good or bad
Grrr here I go again
Confussing myself worse then you men...
(to be continued at a later date....maybe)
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